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operative radiation and neoadjuvant therapy protocols for
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Embase, PubMed and Cochrane databases were searched.
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considered. Overall and disease-free survival, local recurrence,
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were the primary endpoints. The secondary endpoints included
the percentage of patients able to undergo surgery and the

percentage of patients with pathology complete resection. Ten
randomized controlled trials (n=2,958), eight non-randomized

controlled studies (n=2,040) and five prospective non-
randomized comparative studies (n=1,238) were included. Pre-
operative chemoradiotherapy was significantly associated with

longer overall survival (OR 1.22, 95% CI 1.04-1.43; P
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a laptop! Then, do
yourself a favor
and get a RAM

chip that says it's
DDR3, even if your

CPU is older.
These can run

pretty efficiently,
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and will give. you
a little bit more
room to play in

your RAM
configuration and
tweak. One thing
to know if you're

not already,
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memory should
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does it matter?.
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point impacts
andÂ . I had no

idea I'd be entitled
to this
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so weak you
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canâ€™t do. But I
had an idea I'd
have to go to

Greece.1. Field of
the Invention The
present invention

relates to a
semiconductor
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device that
includes field-

effect transistors
(FETs), and more
particularly to a

liquid crystal
display device that

includes a drive
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circuit using these
FETs. 2.

Description of the
Related Art A low-
temperature poly-

silicon (poly-Si)
process, in which

a low-temperature
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heat treatment is
performed, is used
in manufacturing
semiconductor

devices such as a
micro-processing
circuit or an LCD
drive circuit. The
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resulting poly-Si
thin films have a
higher electrical
conductivity than
that of a silicon
thin film (single
crystal silicon)
formed by a
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normal high-
temperature

annealing process.
Accordingly, these
poly-Si thin films

are more
preferably used as
the material for a
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semiconductor
device requiring

high-speed
operation.

However, a poly-Si
thin film formed

by a low-
temperature heat
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treatment has the
following

problems. The
grain size of a

crystal is
decreased in

comparison with
that of a single
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crystal silicon thin
film. Therefore, a
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